Gravity waves generated by convective heating are widely believed to have vertical wavelengths approximately twice the depth of the heating. The frequency, horizontal, and vertical wavelengths of gravity waves are, however, mutually related through the gravity wave dispersion relationship. For forcing of a given frequency, waves of vertical wavelength of twice the depth of the heating will be efficiently excited only if the horizontal forcing projects significantly onto horizontal scales compatible with the vertical-to-horizontal wavenumber ratio given by the dispersion relationship. The preferred vertical wavelength depends on a nondimensional parameter relating the frequency, horizontal, and vertical scales of the forcing. For the high-frequency waves that dominate the momentum flux in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, the maximum vertical flux of horizontal momentum generally occurs for waves with vertical wavelengths much greater than twice the depth of the heating.
Introduction
Thermal forcing by latent heating associated with convective storms is believed to be a major source of small-scale gravity waves. Thermal forcing by latent heating is typically at a maximum in the midtroposphere and varies in the vertical somewhat like a half-sine wave. Studies of the generation of large-scale equatorial wave modes by thermal forcing (e.g., Hayashi 1976; Salby and Garcia 1987) emphasize that the dominant wave response occurs for waves with vertical wavelength of twice the depth of the heating, in agreement with the fact that this is the wavelength that projects most strongly on the vertical heating profile. That this result is not critically dependent on the shape of the heating was shown by Salby and Garcia (1987) , who found that for a wide variety of shapes of the heating profile, the vertical scales of the response formed a narrow distribution in vertical wavenumber centered at about twice the effective vertical depth of the heating.
In a similar way, studies of gravity waves excited by convection (e.g., Mapes 1993; Pandya and Alexander 1999 ) and a study using specified localized body forcing (Vadas and Fritts 2001) have also indicated a preference for waves with vertical wavelength of twice the characteristic depth of the heating. Thus, it is tempting to conclude that the dominant gravity waves generated by convection will always have vertical wavelengths of approximately twice the depth of the heating.
The above-cited works have focused on the troposphere and lower stratosphere. In the upper stratosphere and mesosphere, waves with large intrinsic phase speeds, and hence long vertical wavelengths, are responsible for much of the momentum flux (e.g., Swenson et al. 2000) . Satellite observations (McLandress et al. 2000) provide strong evidence that, in the summertime, convective sources produce stratospheric gravity waves with vertical wavelengths greater than 30 km.
The observations of very long vertical-wavelength stratospheric gravity waves is supported by numerical simulations with cloud-resolving models (e.g., Fovell et al. 1992; Beres et al. 2002) , which show that, although the maximum gravity wave response to tropical convection generally has a vertical wavelength of about twice the depth of the heating (when corrected for vertical variations in the buoyancy frequency), there can be substantial power at vertical wavelengths greater than twice the depth of the heating. This result can be understood by analysis of the spectrum of waves generated by a specified localized oscillating heat source in a simple linearized gravity wave model.
In this note we show that for fixed frequency and fixed vertical depth of thermal forcing, the vertical wavelength of the maximum gravity wave response to specified heating depends strongly on the horizontal scale of the forcing and that, for convective systems, a VOLUME 59
significant response can occur at wavelengths that greatly exceed twice the depth of the heating.
Linear wave equations
The zonal and vertical momentum equations, continuity equation, and thermodynamic energy equation for linear gravity waves excited by thermal forcing can be expressed as The thermal forcing is specified to have the form of a standing oscillation:
is the Fourier transform of heat source q(x, z), k is wavenumber, is the frequency of oscillation, and i is . For simplicity, we specify a lo-͙Ϫ1 calized heat source in the form of a Gaussian distribution in the horizontal and a half-sine wave in the vertical. The resultant x and z dependence of the heat source are given by
Thus, the heat source has a horizontal scale of 2 x and a depth h. The corresponding Fourier transform for the horizontal distribution is 2 2 
Here (z) and (z) give the height dependence for w e W W k k the westward and eastward propagating modes, respectively. Substitution of (6) and (9) into (5) shows that the height dependence of vertical velocity satisfies an equation of the form 
In this special case (mean wind ϭ 0 and thermal u forcing JЈ symmetric about x ϭ x 0 ), the solution in the region 0 Յ z Յ h, satisfying the lower boundary condition w ϭ 0 at z ϭ 0, is
For z Ͼ h, the solutions for the westward and eastward modes satisfying the radiation condition at z → ϱ are
k k
The coefficients A and B in (12) and (13), respectively, are determined by the requirement that wЈ and ‫ץ‬wЈ/‫ץ‬z must be continuous at z ϭ h; they are
where the plus and minus signs in A apply to the westward and eastward modes, respectively.
Analysis
That the conventional wisdom favoring a vertical wavelength of 2h is not likely to be true in all situations can be appreciated by examining the Fourier spectra in the horizontal and vertical for the forcing distribution given in (7) and comparing them with the spectrum of the eastward component of momentum flux.
The momentum flux averaged over an appropriate horizontal distance L can be expressed as
Spectral distributions of the eastward momentum flux (solid lines) above the heating layer for forcing with h ϭ 6 km, x ϭ 10 km, and periods of (left) 90 min and (right) 20 min. The dash-dotted lines show the corresponding spectra of the horizontal forcing; the dotted lines show the spectra of the vertical forcing. Spectra are plotted in terms of the nondimensional vertical wavenumber m ϭ m k (h/). The spectra of horizontal forcing are expressed in terms of vertical wavenumber through (11) and (17) 
1/2 . The momentum flux spectra are scaled so that the area under the solid curves gives the eastward momentum flux averaged over a 1200-km horizontal domain. Forcing spectra are scaled arbitrarily.
where U k is the kth harmonic of the zonal velocity disturbance and the asterisk denotes a complex conjugate. From the continuity equation (3) and the dispersion re-
Thus, the momentum flux for z Ͼ h for a single spectral component can be expressed as
This solution can be expressed conveniently in terms of a nondimensional vertical wavenumber defined as
and a nondimensional parameter R that relates the forcing frequency, buoyancy frequency, and the horizontal and vertical scales of the forcing:
Note that m ϭ 1 corresponds to a vertical wavelength 2h and R ϭ 1 corresponds to the dispersion relation (11) for vertical wavelength 2h and horizontal wavelength x , that is, the wavelengths that provide the closest fit to the vertical and horizontal distributions of the heating.
By utilizing the parameters defined in (17) and (18), the coefficients in (14) become
where P ϵ (Q 0 h/ 2 ) , and in (19a) 2 2 ͙[2/(N / Ϫ 1)] the plus sign and minus sign apply to the westward and eastward modes, respectively.
According to (19), the vertical wavenumber spectral distribution of the response to thermal forcing depends only on the parameters m and R, while the overall amplitude depends on both P and R. In studies of vertical propagation of convectively generated gravity waves, it is the vertical flux of horizontal momentum that is usually of most interest. In terms of m and R, the averaged momentum flux above the forcing region given in (15) can be expressed as 
Thus, G gives the dependence of the response on R and m , while F is an amplitude factor that depends on the values of heating amplitude, heating depth, and frequency. Examples of the momentum flux spectrum above the heating layer are shown in Fig. 1 (plotted with respect to the nondimensional wavenumber m ) for forcing with Q 0 ϭ 10 Ϫ3 m s Ϫ3 , h ϭ 6 km, x ϭ 10 km, and periods of 90 and 20 min, corresponding to R ϭ 0.094 and R ϭ 2.589, respectively. The dotted lines show the vertical wavenumber distribution of the forcing given by the Fourier transform of the vertical dependence in (7); the dash-dotted lines shows the spectral distribution of the horizontal forcing given by (8), where the dispersion relation (11) was used to express the horizontal wavenumber distribution in terms of the vertical wavenumber. The solid lines show the corresponding spectra of the eastward momentum flux above the forcing region for these two cases. The spectral amplitudes have been normalized so that the area under the solid curves corresponds to the eastward momentum flux averaged over a horizontal distance of 1200 km (the domain used in the calculation). Thus the spectral momentum flux is VOLUME (18) expressed in units of meters squared per second squared per unit vertical wavenumber interval.
J O U R N A L O F T H E A T M O S P H E R I C S C I E N C E S FIG. 2. Dependence of the spectral response function G in
In the case of the 90-min-period forcing, there is strong overlap between the vertical and horizontal forcing distributions near m ϭ 1, and as a result the response peaks at a vertical wavelength close to 2h. For the 20-min-period forcing, on the other hand, the vertical and horizontal forcing distributions overlap significantly only for very long vertical wavelengths, the maximum response occurs at a vertical wavelength of about 4h, and the amplitude is much weaker. This confirms our hypothesis that the horizontal forcing must project significantly onto the horizontal wavenumber given by the dispersion relation (11) for a given frequency and for m k ϭ /h if the response is to be a maximum for vertical wavelength of approximately twice the depth of the forcing.
The spectral response G is shown as a function of m and R in Fig. 2 . The figure shows that, for a fixed value of F, the maximum amplitude occurs at m ϭ 0.8375 and R ϭ 0.7129. Thus, thermal forcing corresponding to a given F produces the strongest gravity wave momentum fluxes for waves with vertical wavelength of approximately 2.4h. As R increases, the maximum response diminishes in amplitude, but occurs at longer vertical wavelengths owing to the exponential factor in (21b). The dependence of the spectrally integrated flux on the parameter R is shown in Fig. 3 . For fixed and h, R is proportional to . Thus, Fig. 3 can be interpreted 2 x as representing the variation of momentum flux with horizontal scale of the forcing for fixed frequency and depth. In general, of course, the amplitude of the momentum flux depends on F and hence on the amplitude and depth of the heating, as well as on the frequency (see Fig. 1 ).
The above calculations are for an idealized situation in which the buoyancy frequency is taken to be a constant characteristic of tropospheric values. From (11) it is clear that, for N 2 k 2 the vertical wavenumber is approximately proportional to N. Provided that m k D Ͼ 1 (where D is the depth over which N increases from its tropospheric to its stratospheric value), we can apply Wentzel-Kramers-Brillouin-Jeffreys (WKBJ) theory (Gill 1982) to obtain an approximation for the wavelength and amplitude change across the tropopause. Typically, N in the stratosphere is a factor of 2 greater than N in the troposphere, so that the vertical wavelength of a gravity wave propagating from the troposphere to the stratosphere is reduced by about a factor of 2. The amplitude change of vertical velocity depends on the vertical wavelength and is proportional to m Ϫ1/2 . Thus, by WKBJ theory, a wave with vertical wavelength of twice the depth of the heating in the troposphere will have a wavelength equal to the depth of the heating when it reaches the stratosphere and will also have a reduced amplitude. Figure 4 shows how the spectral distributions of momentum flux shown in Fig. 1 are altered at the 32-km level when the buoyancy frequency profile is specified as follows:
where ϭ 10 Ϫ4 s Ϫ2 , D ϭ 2 km, and z is the altitude 2 N T in kilometers. In the case of the 90-min-period wave, the solution is in accord with the WKBJ approximation; the maximum response is shifted to about 1/2 of the vertical wavelength shown in Fig. 1 , and the spectrum is widened owing to the m Ϫ1/2 amplitude factor. For the 20-min-period wave, the WKBJ theory is not as good an approximation; the maximum response is shifted to 1/2 of the wavelength shown in Fig. 1 , but the shape of the spectrum departs significantly from WKBJ theory
4. Same as solid curves in Fig. 1 , but for a buoyancy frequency in the stratosphere of twice that in the troposphere as given by (19). owing to the very long vertical wavelength of these high-frequency waves.
Summary
The dispersion relation (11) shows that the ratio of zonal to vertical wavelength is determined by the ratio of the wave frequency to the buoyancy frequency. Thus, a gravity wave of vertical wavelength of twice the depth of the heat source (m k ϭ /h, where h is the depth of the heating) must have a horizontal wavenumber given by k* ϵ (/h)(N 2 / 2 Ϫ 1) Ϫ1/2 . If, for a given forcing frequency, the horizontal spectrum of the forcing does not project significantly onto k*, then waves of vertical wavelength of 2h will not be efficiently excited. Gravity waves excited by convection will have vertical wavelengths of about twice the depth of the heating only when the ratio of horizontal to vertical scale of the heating and the ratio of the forcing frequency to the buoyancy frequency yield a value of the nondimensional parameter R defined in (18) that is less than unity. Heating in convective storms may have a broad frequency spectrum, and hence such storms may excite gravity waves with a wide range of vertical scales. As shown in Fig.  1 , forcing with periods of about 20 min [often associated with individual convective plumes as noted in Fovell et al. (1992) ], excites waves of vertical wavelength of much greater than 2h.
Although the focus of this paper has been on the highfrequency, small-scale gravity waves, it should be noted that planetary-scale Kelvin waves also satisfy the dispersion relationship (11), so that the above analysis applies. Satellite observations (Salby et al. 1984) have confirmed the existence of ultrafast Kelvin waves of zonal wavenumber 1 and periods of about 4 days. If it is assumed that such waves are generated by the envelope of convective heating over the western Pacific and Maritime Continent regions ( x ഠ 10 000 km), then R ഠ 8, which is consistent with the observed ϳ40-km vertical wavelength for these waves. Thus, although in many circumstances vertically propagating equatorial wave modes will have vertical wavelengths given by the 2h ''rule of thumb,'' there are important cases in which much larger vertical wavelength waves are excited, and these are significant to the momentum budget of the mesosphere.
